
Maths—Decimals/Percentages/Algebra 

 Identify the value of each digit in numbers given to 3 decimal places 

and multiply numbers by 10, 100 and 1,000 giving answers up to 3 

decimal places.  

 Multiply one-digit numbers with up to 2 decimal places by whole 

numbers.  

 Use written division methods in cases where the answer has up to 2 

decimal places.  

 Solve problems involving the calculation of percentages [for example, 

of measures and such as 15% of 360] and the use of percentages for 

comparison. Recall and use equivalences between simple fractions, 

decimals and percentages including in different contexts. 

 Algebra including substitution and finding rules. 

Stunning start to topic: Earthquake drills 

Fab finishers to topic: Electronic scarecrow 

Links with the community:  

Electrician to talk about circuits 

Life Skill:  

Understanding dangers of drugs 

English—Escaping the Giant Wave 

 To develop our inference and summarising skills through the text.  

 To write rich character descriptions using sentence variety and  focus-

ing on subject s and verbs. 

 Using personification to add atmosphere and  tension to writing. 

 To write an explanation text about  tsunamis using passive tone.  

 To plan, write and edit a narrative about a natural disaster. 

 Focus on comprehension skills  do develop deeper understanding of 

the text.  

Science—Electricity 

 Associate the brightness of a lamp or the volume of a buzzer with the number and volt-

age of cells used in the circuit. 

 Compare and give reasons for variations in how components function, including the 

brightness of bulbs, the loudness of buzzers and the on/off position of switches 

 Use recognised symbols when representing a simple circuit in a diagram. 

Value of the Term: Resilience & Happiness 

PSHE/CHP focus: Sleep & Happiness 

Year Group:  6                                Term: 3                                             Topic: Earthquakes 

Computing— Multimedia—Making a promotional school video 

 Discuss non-linear presentations Plan a non-linear presentation based on a class topic 

 Choose images for a topic and apply to a master slide 

 Add internal hyperlinks, weblinks, animation, sound and transitions 

 Look another school’s promotional video to attract parents, children and staff 

 Discuss how they can promote their own school 

 Form a production team to create a promotional video for their school 

 Use a range of multimedia techniques in their video 



Art—Drawing Humans  

To use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop 

and share their ideas, experiences and imagination.  

Review what they have done and say what they think 

and feel about it. 

Look at basics of drawing the human body. Think 

about proportion of body parts, using scale alongside 

to get proportions. 

Look at the art sculpters, and draw them. Use a scale 

alongside to keep proportion.  

Music—A new Carol  

Based on works by Benjamin Britten: 

Listen & Appraise  

Musical Activities:  

 ● Games  

 ● Singing     

Perform/Share 

French—Le Collège 

 Develop extended sentences with justification, use adjec-

tives to desctibe staff members. 

 Revise numbers and learn to tell the time so a timetable can 

be described. 

 Use the verb aller to describe how they get to school. 

 Watch the film Le Petit Nicolas to look at school life in a 

historical context and learn about a French literary text. 

PE—Dance 

To explore isolated body movements using a variety of 

body parts 

To perform a linked travelling sequence making com-

positional changes where necessary 

To use picture stimulus to create a section of the 

dance 

To link all sections to show appreciation of perfor-

mance skills. 

RE –Sikhism 

To know that Guru Nanak is the founder of the Sikh religion 

To know there are 10 gurus of Sikhism 

To explain that the Guru Granth Sahib is the eleventh guru and its im-

portance to Sikhs 

To know about the origins of the Khalsa 

Geography—Earthquakes 

To use maps and an atlas to show how the Earth is made up of Tectonic 

plates. 

To describe how an earthquake occurs and the effects of an earthquake. 

To describe how an earthquake occurs and the effects of an earthquake. 

To understand why and how engineers construct earthquake proof build-

ings. 

To describe the layers of the earth and explain how a volcano is formed. 

To show the location of the main volcano areas of the Earth (Ring of Fire). 

Year Group:  6                   Term 3                                 Topic: Earthquakes 

Value of the Term: Resilience & Happiness 

PSHE/CHP focus: Sleep & Happiness 

Stunning start to topic: Earthquake drills 

Fab finishers to topic: Electronic scarecrow 

Links with the community:  

Electrician to talk about circuits 

Life Skill:  

Understanding dangers of drugs 


